
Achieving Customer-Centricity in 
Retail Banking
For retail banks to meet critical business objectives such as acquiring 
and retaining customers, providing superior customer service, and 
successfully cross-selling products, they must become less product-
centric and more customer-centric. To do that, they must first meet 
operational challenges, stemming from the growth and expansion 
of products and channels within retail banks. That growth has led 
to disconnected communication channels, a fragmented view of 
customers, and inconsistent business processes. 

How can banks address these challenges? By making it a priority to 
implement enterprise-wide systems and processes that enable them to:

•  Know and understand their customers

•  Service customers efficiently and effectively

•  Leverage cross-selling opportunities at the time of contact

4 Steps to Customer Centric Banking
Becoming more customer-centric requires banks to focus on four key areas:

1  Customer Information Management

2  Multi-Channel Integration

3  Efficient and Effective Customer Service

4  Intelligent, Real-Time Cross-Selling

TIBCO, which provides enterprise integration software to 17 of the 
world’s 20 leading banks, offers solutions that enable banks to meet 
those challenges while leveraging existing assets and skill sets. 

Customer Information Management
Managing customer information effectively within a modern retail 
bank is above all an integration challenge. Simply deploying a CRM 
system or creating yet another data warehouse isn’t the answer. Instead, 
banks must eliminate silos of information by integrating data, systems, 
processes and channels so that relevant customer information can 
be shared with all employees, giving them a single, comprehensive, 
real-time view of a customer’s entire relationship with the bank. Fixing 
the problem of fragmented customer data will make it possible for 
bank employees to know who the customer is, see what products the 
customer has with the bank, and make informed decisions for both the 
customer and the bank. 

As a leading provider of enterprise integration software, TIBCO 
enables a real-time view of the customer by consolidating and 
integrating relevant, up-to-date and accurate customer information 
across product silos. By delivering an integration layer, TIBCO 
ensures that customer data is available in real-time at all the bank’s 
touchpoints—ATMs, online portals, call centers, and retail branches—
so that staff are able to provide accurate, personalized service based 
on a complete relationship profile.

Multi-Channel Integration
The drawbacks of the silo approach to servicing customers include 
longer time-to-market to introduce new products, higher maintenance 
costs, fragmented sales and service processes, and a disjointed multi-
channel experience for the customer. In contrast, a customer-centric 
bank with multi-channel integration—where each channel uses a 
common set of processes, applications and data—delivers a consistent 
experience whether the customer touchpoint is the call center,  

Benefits of TIBCO’s Approach to 
Customer-Centric Banking

•  Lower cost-to-serve by integrating  
customer service processes from end 
to end

•  Increased customer retention  
through convenient, consistent,  
personalized service

•  Higher cross-sell and up-sell rates 
through improved customer knowledge, 
enabling relevant offers to be made via 
the most appropriate channel

•  Improved operational efficiency  
by standardizing on best-in-class  
processes, eliminating process  
duplication and redundancies



Web site, retail branch or ATM. Through deployment of TIBCO’s business 
integration and business process management (BPM) software, TIBCO supports 
a service-oriented architecture (SOA) where data, applications and processes are 
exposed as services which can be re-used across different channels. This enables 
banks to achieve tighter coordination and integration of their channels so that 
customer interactions can be managed, tracked and completed in a consistent, 
efficient manner – regardless of the channel used.

Efficient and Effective Customer Service
As a bank adds products, services, employees, channels and customers, its 
IT environment becomes increasingly complex, and the task of managing 
long-lived business processes becomes more critical to its ability to provide 
outstanding service. That ability is a key differentiator in today’s environment 
because banks are essentially operating in a commodity market where there 
is little differentiation among products. A complex IT environment can lead to 
automation gaps in business processes that connect the front and back offices, 
which can result in customer service issues. For example, customers may be 
treated inconsistently from one interaction to the next, or may experience 
lengthy turnaround times on such interactions as “time to offer” on mortgage 
applications and change of address requests. If they become too frustrated by 
poor communication with the bank, their response may be to switch banks.

To improve customer retention, banks must eliminate automation gaps between 
the back office, where customer transactions are processed, and the front office, 
where they interact with customers. By deploying TIBCO’s BPM technology, banks 
are able to automate and integrate customer service processes end-to-end.

Realizing this level of integration and process automation allows banks to:

•  Achieve cost savings through improved operational efficiency across channels 

•  Reduce the time and cost of acquiring new business, particularly for complex 
products such as mortgages

•  Deliver a more responsive service to their customers, leading to increased 
customer satisfaction and retention

Intelligent, Real-Time Cross-Selling 
To engage in intelligent, real-time cross-selling, banks must first make improvements 
in the first three areas of focus—customer information management, multi-channel 
integration, and efficient and effective customer service. Once they have done 
that, they know and understand their customers and are able to service them 
efficiently and effectively. The final step is to increase the value of the customer 
relationship by identifying relevant and appropriate cross-sell and up-sell 
opportunities. Deploying TIBCO’s business optimization technology gives 
banks the event-driven infrastructure they need to take advantage of those 
opportunities, by providing: 

•  Access to real-time, accurate customer information and an integrated view of 
the customer that includes the customer’s basic transaction history, profitability 
and product portfolio 

•  Instant availability of this information across all channels—whether in the 
branch, online or in the call center

•  Support from sales and servicing processes that are automated, integrated and 
cross-channel

Banks can then detect—in real-time—opportunities to cross-sell a product or 
service, because they are able to predict the best next product that may be of 
interest to the customer and the channel that is appropriate for the offer. In other 
words, they are communicating relevant offers to customers when they have the 
customer’s permission, time and attention. Such tailored offers are much more 
likely to be accepted, thereby enabling banks to increase customer satisfaction 
and grow profits by attracting a larger share-of-wallet from their existing 
customer base.
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